
Improving TCP performance on 
mmWave cellular networks

Improve the performance of TCP on mmWave links
§ Most widely used transport protocol
§ Designed in the 80s for wired networks
§ Applications performance depends on TCP performance
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TCP issues at mmWaves

§ Pathloss
§ Blockage
§ High rate variability

§ Low link utilization
§ Retransmission timeouts
§ Bufferbloat

Dense networks

§ Traditional networks use small MSS to match 
Ethernet MTU

§ At mmWave frequencies, a large MSS yields a 
high throughput gain thanks to
§ Smaller headers overhead
§ Fewer ACKs in uplink
§ Faster window ramp-up

Large MSS
Small MSS
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Figure 3: Goodput for a scenario with Nobs = 15 random obstacles,
with and without handovers.

We compare three di�erent values for the latency DRS of
the wired link between the Packet Gateway (PGW) and the
application server, in both a Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC) sce-
nario with an Edge Server (ES) (i.e., DRS = 0 ms since the
server is deployed in the core network) and a scenario with
a Remote Server (RS) (i.e., DRS = 10 or 20 ms). HighSpeed
TCP is used for congestion control, since it was designed
for high bandwidth-delay product networks [5]. The main
parameters of the simulations are summarized in Table 1.

The metrics we consider are the application layer through-
put (i.e., goodput) and the one-way RAN latency (measured
from the time at which a packet enters the PDCP layer to
when it is received at the UE side at the same layer). The
second metric accounts also for the retransmissions at the
MAC (with Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ)) and
the Radio Link Control (RLC) layers, and for the additional
X2 latency introduced by the forwarding of packets between
base stations. This happens during mobility-related events
with both the single connectivity and the DC architectures,
and for each packet with the latter, when the UE uses the
mmWave RAT.

4.2 Goodput
In this section, we compare the performance of the di�er-
ent mobility management architectures. RLC Acknowledged
Mode (AM) is used to perform additional retransmissions at
the RLC layer, in order to minimize the packet losses over
the wireless link and during handover procedures.

The �rst key �nding is related to the gain in goodput with
mobility management schemes (in particular with DC) vs.
the no handover approach, as shown in Fig. 3 for di�erent
values of the �xed network delayDS1+DRS and the scenario
with Nobs = 15 obstacles. We report the average value of the
goodput over multiple independent runs of the simulation,
with di�erent randomly generated scenarios (solid line), as
well as the �rst and third quantiles (respectively, the dash-
dotted and dashed lines). It can be seen that the DC option
always outperforms the no handover option, with a gain up
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(a) Nobs = 15 random obstacles.
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(b) Nobs = 5 random obstacles.

Figure 4: Goodput for a scenario with a single connectivity or dual
connectivity mobility management scheme for a di�erent number
of obstacles Nobs.

to 50% (400 Mbit/s) for the average goodput, demonstrating
that access to multiple, densely deployed base stations is
essential to maintain high throughputs in mmWave deploy-
ments. Individual mmWave links are highly susceptible to
blocking and handover (either between mmWave cells or via
fallback to LTE cells) is necessary for macro-diversity.
The second observation is that the end-to-end network

latency has a very signi�cant impact on the goodput, which
decreases as DS1 +DRS increases. With an ES (DRS = 0), the
goodput is limited by the physical layer data rate provided
by the mmWave link, while with both RS options (DRS �
10 ms) the goodput is limited by the congestion window
increase rate. This observation suggests that state-of-the-
art TCP mechanisms are unable to ramp up to the available
throughput inmmWave channels with high variability unless
network delays are very low. Core network optimization and
content placement will thus likely be key to obtain the full
throughput in a mmWave setting.
For a comparison between DC and single connectivity,

Fig. 4a and 4b show the average goodput and the �rst and
third quantiles for both architectures with a di�erent number
of obstacles Nobs. We see that DC o�ers a modest gain over

§ Dense networks decrease NLOS probability
§ Need for smart mobility management schemes

HH at larger network delays. While this gain is relatively
small, it should be stated that the goodput here is measured
on average for the entire runs where handover events are
relatively infrequent. Thus, the di�erence in average through-
put is not large. We will see in the next section that the more
signi�cant gain is in latency. In general, the dual connec-
tivity option manages to complete the handovers between
mmWave base stations or the switches across RATs in a
shorter time, with fewer packet losses, therefore it sustains a
generally higher goodput. However, the single connectivity
solution manages to reach a better performance when there
is a short interval of time with the channel in LOS condition
and the user does not change the serving base station. In
this case, indeed, the overall latency of the single connec-
tivity option is smaller than that of the dual connectivity
deployment2, therefore the congestion window grows more
quickly. In the scenario with Nobs = 5 and the ES, we ob-
served that, if the same latency is considered in the �xed
part of the network, then the solution with dual connectivity
gains on average 400 Mbit/s (20%) with respect to the single
connectivity architecture.

Finally, the number of obstacles Nobs plays a major role in
the achievable goodput, which is up to 2 times higher with
5 obstacles than with 15. In the �rst case, indeed, there is a
higher probability of having a LOS channel, thus a higher
data rate available at the physical layer.

4.3 Latency
Fig. 5 reports the boxplots for the RAN latency of successfully
received packets at the PDCP layer, for di�erent mobility
management schemes and di�erent values of Nobs. It can be
immediately seen that adapting the serving base station to
the best one available not only increases the goodput, but
also reduces the latency. The handover procedures may occa-
sionally introduce additional latency because of the handover
interruption time (i.e., the interval from the detachment from
the source base station and the connection to the target one),
but they are necessary to track the best serving base sta-
tion and thus increase the probability of being connected
with a LOS link. Therefore, the packet transmissions bene�t
from the higher available data rate from the lower number
of HARQ and RLC retransmissions. Moreover, thanks to a
dense deployment and to the handover or switch procedures,
it is possible to avoid outages and most of the LOS to NLOS
transitions that cause the bu�ering (and thus latency) at the
RLC layer that was measured in [22] in combination with
TCP as the transport layer, thus containing the bu�erbloat
issue.

2At least with the core network architecture considered in this paper and
described in Sec. 3. It is due to the forwarding latency on the X2 link from
the PDCP layer in the LTE base station to the mmWave base station.
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Figure 5: RANone-way latency for the three di�erentmobilityman-
agement schemes, with a di�erent number of obstacles Nobs. Notice
that the y-axis is in logarithmic scale.

Finally, if we consider the two architectures in which the
handovers are allowed, the one with dual connectivity man-
ages to keep the latency at a minimum, and with a smaller
variability as shown by the boxplots, thanks to the faster
handover or RAT switch procedures [11].

4.4 RLC AM and RLC UM
In the previous sections, we considered the Acknowledged
Mode of RLC, since it is usually combined with TCP, while
the Unacknowledged Mode (UM) is used with best e�ort pro-
tocols, since it does not provide retransmissions. However,
thanks to the lack of RLC layer retransmissions and the need
for packet reordering at the receiver, the UM reduces the
latency, and has a smaller impact on the X2 links during the
handover and switch events, since with RLC AM both the
transmitted but not acknowledged and the not-yet transmit-
ted packets are forwarded from the source to the target base
station, while with RLC UM only the latter are forwarded.
Fig. 6 shows the goodput (solid bars) and the latency (dotted
bars) for the Edge Server scenario, i.e., the one in which the
TCP control loop is as short as possible. It can be seen that, as
expected, RLC AM yields a higher goodput at the price of an
increase in the RAN latency. Moreover, the drop in goodput
of RLC UM is more noticeable with the DC architecture, since

§ High goodput (LOS yields higher PHY rate)

§ Low latency (limited bufferbloating)
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§ Cross-layer information to change the 
advertised window in the ACKs

§ MSS splitting

§ Latency reduction up to 43x

§ Goodput gain up to 2.2x
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Figure 5: Comparison of goodput and Radio Access Network (RAN) latency
with and without milliProxy, for different buffer sizes B.
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(a) RAN latency reduction when using milliProxy, i.e., ratio between the latency
with TCP NewReno and that with milliProxy.
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(b) TCP goodput gain when using milliProxy, i.e., ratio between the goodput
with milliProxy and with TCP NewReno.

Table II: Goodput and latency performance gains with milliProxy.

A comparison between different configuration options for
milliProxy is given in Fig. 6. In particular, we are interested
in studying the sensitivity of goodput and latency with respect
the delay D

info

in the acquisition of the cross-layer information
from the gNB: it is equal to 0 when milliProxy is deployed in
the gNB, and greater than 0 when installed in a node in the
core or edge network. We consider D

info

= 3 ms, which is an
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Figure 6: Comparison of goodput and RAN latency with different milliProxy
configurations. D

info

represents the latency needed to forward the cross-layer
information from the gNB to milliProxy, T

info

is the periodicity at which this
information is collected.

upper bound to the latency related to milliProxy’s deployment
in the core or edge network. As shown in Fig. 6, the two
tested configurations have a similar behavior in terms of both
goodput and latency, showing that milliProxy is robust with
respect different possible deployments in the edge network or
in the gNBs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced milliProxy, a novel proxy design
to enhance the performance of TCP in mmWave cellular
networks. We described the main challenges related to the
usage of TCP on top of mmWave links, and the main proxy
designs from the literature. MilliProxy splits the TCP control
loop in two segments, while keeping the end-to-end semantic
of TCP. It has a modular design, which allows to configure two
different MSS values for the two parts of the connection and
different flow window management policies. These can benefit
from the interaction of milliProxy with the protocol stack of
the mmWave networks, enabling cross-layer approaches. We
showed how a FW policy based on the BDP of the end-to-
end connection allows a reduction in latency up to 10 times
or an increase in goodput up to 2 times with respect to the
traditional TCP NewReno, as well as a robustness with respect
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of TCP. It has a modular design, which allows to configure two
different MSS values for the two parts of the connection and
different flow window management policies. These can benefit
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